STUDENT VALET
Hello Parents:
Tomorrow is the day we will begin incorporating the one-way traffic in front of the school.
We are continuing to work on different ways we can make this process even smoother and
even with these eventual tweaks, the key component in this or any initiative working in a
school is cooperation by all.
In order to further make it more convenient for you to utilize the one-way and remain in
your vehicle for dismissal, we are sending home one car sign with student names on it per
family. This sign has the names of all of your students on it and should be utilized as part
of our “Student Valet” initiative. You only need to utilize this sign if you use N. York at
the front of the school for pickup. Those of you who pick up on Lawrence or
Kindergarten or whose students take the bus will not need to utilize the sign. It is
still being provided in case you may need to utilize N. York one day.
How it works:


Place the sign on your windshield on the passenger’s side of the vehicle during pick
up.



A safety equipped with a walkie talkie will be positioned near the corner of York
and Lawrence.



They will read the names from your car sign to a safety positioned at the school
door.



This safety will call out your student(s)’ name and line them up in the order of your
cars along the main pathway door in front of the school.



As you pull up to the walkway, your student will be waiting and ready to go.



In order for this to work, parents will need to ensure they are not parking in
the NO PARKING or STANDING in the lane along the curb of N. York and
keep traffic moving.

While we do not expect the process to be perfect on the first day, we will continue
to work together to improve for the SAFETY of the students and the improvement of
the process.

